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I. HOMEOWNER RESPONSIBILITIES 

The home requires an active maintenance effort on the Homeowner’s part to reduce the 

likelihood of damage due to neglect, improper maintenance, or abnormal use. Various regions 

of the country have different local maintenance issues. Some specific Homeowner 

responsibilities are included under specific topics in the section on Performance Standards. 

 

NOTE: Damage caused or made worse by Homeowner negligence, improper maintenance, or 

improper operation is expressly excluded under this Limited Warranty. 

A. Landscaping 

1. SEEDED LAWNS 

If your contract included a lawn package, you will receive a starter yard. The most important 

time for your yard will be the first thirty days. Begin to water immediately to establish a moist 

soil condition, preferably in the morning. After this, water every day to maintain a moist soil 

surface for 20 to 30 days. In hot weather, disease and fungus will attack wet grass, so you must 

allow time for the grass to dry off before nightfall. The amount of water your lawn requires will 

vary depending on the type of soil you have, temperature, humidity, wind, and amount of rain. 

 

The Homeowner’s Association will fertilize and/or lime your lawn. This must not be done in hot 

weather. Always water after fertilizer is applied. The most important item your new lawn will 

need is water, water, and more water. The Builder’s Limited Warranty does not include the 

replacement of seeding or sod. 

 

If you choose to install a sprinkler system we are not responsible for site conditions, such as 

rock, which may affect the cost of such system. 

2. TREES AND SHRUBS: 

Water every other day for the first week, then once a week if temperatures are below 85 

degrees, twice a week if above 85 degrees. It is important to soak the plants, not sprinkle the 

top of the mulch. Watering should continue through the fall of the first year. Trees need 5 

gallons of water per week, more if it is hot. Shrubs and trees will need pruning and fertilizing. 

Again, we recommend that you purchase a book on garden and lawn care for more detailed 

instructions as there are too many variables to be specific. Trees and shrubs are not warranted 

by us, whether pre-existing or planted by us.  
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B. Mold 

Mold is a naturally occurring fungus which is spread by microscopic spores. Homes cannot be 

designed to exclude the possibility of mold spores circulating within the house and the 

subsequent development of mold. In order to grow, mold requires both a food source (i.e. 

fabric, carpet, drywall, and wood, among others) and moisture. A homeowner can and should 

minimize moisture within the home in order to reduce or minimize mold growth. There are 

many possible sources of moisture within a home including, but not limited to, humidity, 

condensation, leaks, spills and overflows. Some or all of these sources of moisture can be 

prevented through good maintenance and housekeeping practices. It is important to note that 

if the source of moisture is not minimized within 24-48 hours, that it can prove to be the basis 

upon which mold may develop. In light of the above, a homeowner has a continuing obligation 

to minimize the potential for mold growth and minimize mold when and if it develops. This can 

be affected by some or all of the following: 

 

1. Regular vacuuming and cleaning of the house, following manufacturer’s 

recommendations for specific products. 

2. The use of exhaust fans, the air conditioner and taking other steps to evaporate or 

facilitate the evaporation of moisture during seasons of high humidity, such as late 

spring, summer and early fall, to minimize the humidity within the home. If the home 

has a humidifier, make sure it is turned off during these seasons.  

3. Inspection for leaks on a regular basis within the house and, in that regard, looking for 

wet spots, discoloration, musty odors and any visible signs of mold. Particular care 

should be given to the inspection of condensation pans in refrigerators and air 

conditioners. All leaks should be repaired promptly. 

4. Any spills, puddles or other sources of moisture should be cleaned up and dried as 

soon as possible. Under no circumstances should water be allowed to pool or stand in 

your home. Any materials that cannot be thoroughly dried, including drywall, insulation, 

padding or carpeting, should be replaced promptly. 

5. Use of exhaust fans while cooking or using shower.  

 

If, notwithstanding all of these preventive measures, mold should develop, the affected area 

should be cleaned with proper cleaning solutions. Materials that cannot be cleaned effectively 

should be discarded. If the mold growth is severe, the services of a professional cleaner should 

be utilized. As your builder, we should only be contacted where the source of moisture is a 

direct result of a building defect or mechanical problem within the applicable warranty period. 

Such notification must be given within 24 hours in order to minimize the possibility that the 

source of moisture will lead to mold development. We will not be responsible for any damages 
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caused by mold or by any other agent arising from or connected with the mold for property 

damage, personal injury, emotional distress, death or adverse health effects. 

C. Ice Damming 

During prolonged severe winter weather conditions, ice and snow build-up is likely to occur at 

the eaves of a roof. This condition occurs when snow and ice accumulate and gutters and 

downspouts freeze. It is important to check the gutters in the spring and fall, since the most 

serious damage to your home will result in the winter if gutters and downspouts are 

obstructed. It is the Homeowner’s responsibility to keep gutters and downspouts clear of tree 

limbs, leaves, balls and other obstructions which can stop the downspout from functioning 

properly. It is also important for the Homeowner to be visually aware of any potential ice built 

up and alert the Homeowner’s Association of the condition.  

 

In the winter, ice build-up at gutters can pull gutters loose from the home. Ice build-up can also 

cause water to back up under the shingles and leak into the home. The installation of gutter 

guards may aggravate ice damming problems. Also, we will not remove ice damming from the 

roof. You may want to discuss coverage for this kind of possible damage with your insurance 

agent when selecting a homeowner’s insurance policy. 

II. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

A. SITEWORK 

1. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Improper drainage of the site. 

Performance Standard: The necessary grades and swales shall have been established by us to 

insure proper drainage away from the home. Standing or ponding water shall not remain for 

more than 48 hours in the immediate area after a rain; except in swales which drain other 

areas. The possibility of standing water after an unusually heavy rainfall should be 

anticipated. No grading determination shall be made while there is frost or snow on the 

ground, or while the ground is saturated. 

Responsibility: We are responsible only for initially establishing the proper grades and swales in 

the areas disturbed by construction. The Homeowner is responsible for maintaining such 

grades and swales once they have been properly established by us. 
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III. CONCRETE & ASPHALT 

A. Porches, Steps, and Driveways 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Most exterior concrete cracking is caused by frost or uneven sub-grade settlement at 

sewers, drains, and utility line crossings. Minor cracks are a normal expectation and are 

best left alone. If cracks exceeding established performance standards occur, we will 

inspect them. 

 

Salt and other de-icing chemicals used to melt snow and ice cause pitting and discoloration 

of the concrete. Even if you do not use salt, it can be tracked on to concrete surfaces from 

the street on feet or tires. In order to protect concrete from surface deterioration, we 

recommend the application of a concrete sealant available at most hardware or masonry 

supply houses which will help retard the deterioration of concrete surfaces. Low spots in 

concrete drives are normal and can be broom swept after rain. 

 

For asphalt drives, we suggest that you apply a driveway sealer to help improve the 

durability and appearance of the driveway. Sealers should be applied every three (3) years. 

Asphalt driveways may be damaged by gasoline or oil spills or by sharp items, such as 

outdoor furniture legs, bicycle kickstands, etc. Vehicles parked in one position over a long 

period of time may cause wheel depressions. Similar damage may also be made by turning 

the wheels of an automobile while it is standing still during hot weather. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Pitting, scaling or spalling of concrete work. 

Performance Standard: Concrete surfaces should not disintegrate to the extent that the 

aggregate is exposed and loosened under normal conditions or weathering and use. However, 

surface spalling may occur during exceptionally cold conditions due to moisture saturation and 

freezing.  

Responsibility:  We will repair or replace defective concrete surfaces. We are not responsible 

for deterioration caused by salt, chemicals, implements used, and other factors beyond our 

control, including moisture saturation and freezing due to exceptional cold weather. Where a 

repair is made to the concrete surface, color and finish of the repaired area may not match the 

adjacent surface. 
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B. Foundation Walls 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Our homes have either poured concrete or concrete block foundations. The foundation walls 

are subject to a wide variety of stresses and strains. The base of the wall, being in the ground, 

maintains a fairly constant temperature; while the top portion extending out of the ground is 

subject to extreme temperature changes from summer heat to winter cold causing concrete 

and masonry to expand and contract. 

 

The soil on which the foundation rests may settle slightly creating stress. Don’t be alarmed 

if you see cracks in your foundation walls. Minor cracks normally require no action. If a 

large crack appears, please inform the Developer and we will inspect it. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Basement or foundation wall cracks. 

Performance Standard: Shrinkage cracks are not unusual in concrete foundation walls. Such 

cracks greater than 1/8 inch in width are to be repaired. 

Responsibility: We will repair cracks in excess of 1/8 inch width by pointing, patching or other 

methods we determine.  

 

C. Basement and Garage Floors 

1. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Cracking of basement floor and house slab. 

Performance Standard: Minor cracks in concrete basement floors are normal. Cracks which 

exceed 3/16 inch in width or 1/8 inch in vertical displacement shall be repaired. 

Responsibility: We will repair cracks exceeding maximum tolerances by surface patching or 

other methods as we determine. 

 

Possible Condition: Cracking of slab in attached garage. 

Performance Standard: Cracks in garage slabs in excess of 3/16 inch in width or 1/8 inch in 

vertical displacement shall be repaired. 

Responsibility: We will repair cracks exceeding maximum tolerances by surface patching or 

other methods as determined by us.  
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IV. MASONRY 

A. Foundation Walls 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Whether surface parged and painted block or concrete, the grade adjacent to foundation 

walls has a tendency to settle and expose some portion of the wall. (See Surface Drainage) 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Basement or foundation wall cracks. 

Performance Standard: Small cracks not affecting structural stability are not unusual in mortar 

joints of masonry foundation walls. Cracks greater than 1/4 inch in width shall be repaired. 

Responsibility: We will repair cracks in excess of 1/4 inch by pointing or patching. These 

deficiencies shall be reported and repairs made during the first year of the warranty period. 

V. WOOD & PLASTICS 

A. Rough Carpentry 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Like other building materials, wood is affected by heat and cold. It may contract or expand 

with weather changes. It may shrink under extreme dryness or swell under extreme 

humidity. 

 

Your new home has been built with top quality lumber, which has been dried in a kiln to 

help restrict the wood’s movement. However, some shrinkage and swelling is unavoidable. 

The areas that are primarily affected by lumber movement will be floors, ceilings, moldings, 

doors, baseboards, resilient floors, hardwood, ceramic tile, and drywall.  

 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Bowed walls or ceilings. 

Performance Standard: All interior and exterior walls have slight variations on their finished 

surfaces. Bowing of walls should not be visible so as to detract from the finished surfaces. Walls 

or ceilings bowed more than 1/4 inch within any 32 inch horizontal or vertical measurement is a 

deficiency.  

Responsibility: We will repair the bowed area to meet performance standard. 
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Possible Condition: Floor deflection, vibration. 

Performance Standard: With drywall construction, the allowable floor vibration deflection is 

1/240th of the clear span between bearing points - or slightly more than 5/8 inch on a twelve 

(12) foot clear span. 

NOTE: Floor deflection due to vibration occurs as live loads (people) move about over a 

wood framed floor; and some floor movement will occur. 

Responsibility: None. 

 

B. Trim Carpentry 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Possible consequences of wood shrinkage and swelling due to the settlement of the home 

may be seen in slight cracks around doorways or windows and nail pops around 

baseboards and on outside corners. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Separation of wood joints of interior trim. 

Performance Standard: Joints in moldings and adjacent surface shall not result in open joints 

exceeding 1/8 inch in width. 

Responsibility: We will repair separated joints, as defined, one time only during the first year. 

Caulking defective joints is an acceptable practice. 

 

VI. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION 

A. Damp Proofing 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS  

Your basement is protected against leakage (leakage is defined as: actual trickling of water 

through the walls and onto the basement floor or seeping through the floor) for a period of 

one year. Leaks caused by changes in the landscaping installed by the Homeowner, or 

failure of the Homeowner to maintain proper grades are not covered by this Warranty. 

We suggest that you avoid planting shrubbery too close to the foundation. Soil in shrub 

beds should be packed and banked so that the water will drain away from your home. 
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2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Leaks in basement or in foundation/crawl space. 

Performance Standard: Leaks resulting in actual trickling of water shall be repaired. Leaks 

caused by improper landscaping or failure to maintain proper grades are not covered by this 

Limited Warranty. Dampness of the walls or floors may occur in new construction and is not 

considered a deficiency. Ground water is a naturally occurring phenomenon which may 

fluctuate during certain seasons and weather conditions. In crawl space construction, 

we install a positive drain through the foundation or into a sump crock to help evacuate 

the collection of the water within the crawl space. We also install a polyethylene vapor 

barrier over the ground to help prevent the development of excessive humidity in the 

crawl space. 

Responsibility: We will take such action as necessary to correct basement and crawl space leaks, 

except where the cause is determined to be the result of action or Homeowner 

negligence. Conditions contributing to water penetration will be repaired. It is the 

Homeowner’s responsibility to maintain the systems installed in the home to minimize 

water infiltration. The Homeowner should periodically inspect the positive drain in the 

crawl space for obstructions, such as debris. The Homeowner should do the same for 

the drain overflow and/or the sump pump. The Homeowner should also inspect the 

vapor barrier in the crawl space to insure it is not damaged. 

B. Insulation 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Your home has been provided with an insulation package designed to meet or exceed 

applicable building codes. Special attention has been paid to the type and size of insulation 

available within the construction envelope, quality of installation and perimeter seal. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Insufficient insulation.  

Performance Standard: Insulation shall be installed in accordance with applicable energy and 

building code requirements. 

Responsibility: We will install insulation in sufficient amounts to meet the Performance 

Standard. 
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C. Roofs, Gutters and Downspouts 

1. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Roof or flashing leaks. 

Performance Standard: Roofs or flashing shall not leak under normally anticipated conditions, 

except where cause is determined to result from ice build-up, high winds, or Homeowner action 

or negligence. 

Responsibility: We will repair any verified roof or flashing leaks not caused by ice build-up or 

Homeowner action or negligence. 

 

Possible Condition: Ice build-up on roof.  

Performance Standard: When gutter is unobstructed by debris, the standing water level shall 

not exceed 1 ½ inches in depth. Industry practice is to install gutters approximately level. 

Consequently, it is entirely possible that small amounts of water will stand in certain sections of 

gutter immediately after a rain. 

Responsibility: We will correct to meet the Performance Standard. 

D. Louvers & Vents 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Soffit and ridge vents must be kept clear/open to minimize build-up of humidity which could 

cause movement of certain framing members within the structure. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Inadequate ventilation of attics and unconditioned crawl spaces. 

Performance Standard: Attic and crawl spaces shall be ventilated as required by the approved 

building code.  

Responsibility: We shall provide for adequate ventilation. We will not be responsible for 

alterations to the original system. 

VII. DOORS & WINDOWS 

A. Doors (Exterior & Interior) 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Your new home is equipped with a variety of door types. These will react differently under 

various weather and humidity conditions. The exterior doors are equipped with a 

weatherstripping which provides maximum seal against air filtration. 
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Occasional spraying of graphite into key slots of lock sets, tightening of lock set screws, 

and keeper adjustment will assure you of proper operation of your door locks. The sweep 

weather-stripping at the bottom of the door may require periodic adjustment or replacement 

as the material wears. 

 

Your sliding glass doors, if selected, will give you many years of service if you follow these 

suggestions: Periodic cleaning of the bottom track will allow the sliding panels to move 

freely. An occasional application of ordinary household “3-in-One” oil or silicone spray 

along the bottom track is also recommended. Be sure the drain holes are clear, so that 

rainwater can flow out of the track. Sliding doors are not designed to be waterproof if hosed 

off with direct high pressure from a hose. 

 

On interior wood doors, a certain amount of expansion and contraction in width is normal 

due to the changing temperature and humidity. Doors will be wider in summer and in humid 

periods and narrower in dry weather conditions. Therefore, do not be hasty in adjusting, 

planing or cutting your door, as it will tend to correct itself.  

 

Bi-fold doors will need to be adjusted from time to time. The Supervisor or the Project 

Manager will instruct you in this operation procedure at the presettlement demonstration. 

Keep tracks, pivots and guides free of paint and dirt. A little wax or silicone spray applied to 

the guide edges of the tracks, or silicone spray applied to the same area, will allow the 

doors to operate smoothly. 

B. Garage Doors 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

The moving parts of garage doors should be oiled and the torsion spring greased, about 

once every three months. The screws that tighten the hardware to the door should be 

tightened about once a year, or as necessary. Garage door handles should be regularly 

inspected by the Homeowner as to possible jagged or sharp edges so that cuts and other 

injuries can be avoided. Garage door openers added after closing may affect the operation of 

the garage door and may void the Warranty. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Garage doors fail to operate properly under normal use. 

Performance Standard: Garage doors shall operate properly. 

Responsibility: We will correct or adjust garage doors as required during the first year of the 

Warranty Period. 
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VIII. FINISHES 

It is important that the Homeowner follow all manufacturers’ care and maintenance guides for proper 

cleaning procedure and products.  

A. Drywall (Walls & Ceilings) 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Drywall is used to cover your interior walls. Drywall can take the normal hard wear of family 

life, but if damage occurs it can easily be repaired with spackling compound and fine 

sandpaper. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Cracks in interior wall and ceiling surfaces. 

Performance Standard: Hairline cracks are not unusual in interior wall and ceiling surfaces. 

Cracks greater than 1/8 inch in width are to be repaired. 

Responsibility: We will repair cracks exceeding 1/8 inch in width one time only during the first 

year of the Warranty Period. 

B. Ceramic Tile (Walls & Floors) 

1. SERVICE & MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Ceramic Tile, Tub, And Shower  

A separation between the tub and the wall tile and/or cracking of joints between ceramic tile and tub 

and shower stall corners may occur because of moisture and normal settlement in these areas. 

The weight of water and a bather also contribute to such separation. This is a normal 

homeowner’s maintenance function, and you can remedy these situations by simply removing 

the old grouting and filling the crack with new grouting compound available at hardware stores. 

This situation may develop periodically depending on living habits and maintenance. Grout 

should be inspected every three months.  

Normally, a wipe with a damp cloth will keep the tub/shower surface clean. Heavy 

accumulations of film can be removed with a detergent or tile cleaner. In all cases, use a 

nonabrasive cleaner. An automotive pump spray wax may be used to bring out the luster in 

these products.  
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Ceramic Tile Floors 

 

If you have chosen ceramic tile flooring in your new home, we suggest the following 

maintenance hints. Some cracking or chipping of the grout is considered normal, due to 

shrinkage and normal deflection of the subfloor. You can repair simply by filling with a 

commercial grouting of the same color. Although durable, some caution must be exercised to 

avoid cracking tiles with heavy objects. 

 

It is recommended that you install a “Ceramic Seal and Finish” product immediately after 

you move into your new home, and a minimum of every two years thereafter. This sealing 

will reduce stains and discoloration of the grouting. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Ceramic tile cracks or becomes loose. 

Performance Standard: Ceramic tile should not crack or become loose. 

Responsibility: We will replace cracked tiles and resecure loose tiles except when caused by 

Homeowner neglect. In addition, we will correct the cause of the loose or cracking tile 

condition. We will not be responsible for discontinued patterns or color variations in 

ceramic tile but will match as closely as possible. 

 

Possible Condition: Cracks appear in grouting of ceramic tile joints 

Performance Standard: Cracks in grouting or ceramic tile joints are commonly due to shrinking 

condition.  

Responsibility: We will repair grouting as necessary, one time only during the first year. We will 

match as closely as possible. Regrouting of these cracks is a maintenance responsibility of the 

Homeowner after the first year of the Warranty Period. 

 

C. Finished Wood Flooring 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Because of the natural characteristics of wood products, some squeaks in the flooring area 

can be expected. If hardwood is used as a flooring material in your home, some minor 

separations between the boards may occur due to shrinkage of the material which is a 

common occurrence and will vary with temperature and humidity levels. Some color fading 

or irregularities may occur due to exposure to sunlight. It is widely accepted within the 

industry that vertical displacement between the boards be no greater than the thickness of 

a credit card. The hardwood finished surface can be scratched. Care must be taken to 

protect the surface, especially in high traffic areas. Chair and table legs and high heel 
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shoes will cause damage to the surface. You should take precautions to protect flooring 

and follow recommended cleaning procedures. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Gaps developing between floor boards. 

Performance Standard: Gaps in excess of 1/8 inch in width shall be corrected. 

Responsibility: We will repair gaps in excess of 1/8 inch within the first year of the Warranty 

Period, by filling or replacing, at our option. We are not responsible for discontinued flooring or 

different graining or color variations in the wood. We will match the existing floor as 

closely as possible. Also, face nailing on wood floors is commonly used along walls and 

for repairs. 

PLUMBING, HVAC, AND ELECTRICAL 

 

The following chart itemizes the components in these Professional Phases which are considered 

One Year Warranty items.  

 

Plumbing:  

1. Faucet Leaks 

2. Defective Fixtures 

3. Water Hammer 

4. Cracking/chipping of porcelain or fiberglass surfaces 

5. Stopped-up sewers, fixtures, drains, and faucet washers (30 day warranty only) 

HVAC 

1. Inadequate heating 

2. Inadequate cooling 

3. Condensation lines clog 

4. Improper mechanical operation 

Electrical 

1. Circuit breakers “kick-out” 

2. Malfunction electrical outlets, switches, or fixtures 

3. GFI trips frequently  
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IX. 12.0 PLUMBING 

A. Water Heater 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

The water heater in your home, whether electric or gas, is equipped with a temperature and 

pressure relief valve, which is designed to open in the event excessive pressure or 

temperature builds up within the tank. When this happens, water is allowed to flow from the  

tank. As the temperature and/or pressure are reduced, the flow will stop. If a steady flow of 

water is coming from the pressure relief valve, the water main should be shut off. Gas hot 

water tanks, normally have a temperature dial (hot, warm, mild) on the outside of the tank, and 

the temperature can be completely controlled by adjusting the dial. 

 

On an electric hot water heater, because of the inherent danger in resetting the 

temperature, we suggest that you call a serviceman. 

 

Refer to the manual provided with the water heater from the manufacturer for suggested 

maintenance of your hot water tank, in all cases, before making any adjustments. 

 

Though we warrant the operation of the water tank appliance for one year, the 

manufacturer’s warranty may exceed the our Warranty. Please refer to your Homeowner’s 

Package for your exact coverage. 

 

Under no circumstances should you turn on an electric water heater without water in the 

tank because the element will quickly burn out. In the case of any emergency with water 

or hot water heaters, be sure to familiarize yourself with where and how to turn off 

the water supply. 

X. HVAC 

A. Service and Maintenance Tips 

A complete and correct understanding of your heating and cooling equipment can help you 

minimize your energy consumption. Your home may be equipped with a gas or electric furnace, 

with or without air conditioning or an electric heat pump which provides both heating and 

cooling. One basic rule applies to all these systems: during the heating season the thermostat 

should be set to maintain the lowest temperature at which you are comfortable in your home. 

Each degree of higher temperature setting results in a marked increase in the fuel 

consumption. Likewise, during the cooling season, each degree of lower setting also increases 
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fuel consumption by a significant amount. All the HVAC systems utilize a furnace, ductwork, 

registers, filter, and a thermostat to control the temperature in the home. 

 

Thermostat 

The thermostat controls the temperature produced by the HVAC system. If your home is 

heated by a warm air system, your thermostat may also have controls for converting the 

system from heating to cooling and vice versa. 

 

Registers 

The registers in your home help to regulate the flow of air to maintain the desired 

temperature. Personal taste in comfort levels may require slight adjustments in the 

registers to keep each living area at the desired temperature. If your lower level is too cool in 

the winter, start closing upper level registers until the desired results are obtained. If your 

upper level is too warm in the summer, close lower level registers until the desired results are 

obtained. 

XI. ELECTRICAL 

A. Electrical Systems 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

To provide complete safety, high-quality electrical wiring, outlets and switches have been 

installed in your new home to meet both local and federal standards of safety. Part of the 

electrical system is located in the circuit breaker terminal box. It is here that electrical power 

enters and is distributed throughout the home. 

XII. HVAC 

1. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Noisy ductwork. 

Performance Standard: When metal is heated, it expands and when cooled, it contracts. The 

result is “ticking” or “crackling” which is to be expected. 

Responsibility: None. 
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XIII. ELECTRICAL 

A. Electrical Systems 

1. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE TIPS 

Smoke detectors should be vacuum cleaned semi-annually and checked for replacement 5 

years after settlement. Replace battery annually. 

2. STANDARDS 

Possible Condition: Failure of wiring to carry its designed circuit load to switches and 

receptacles. 

Performance Standard: Wiring should be capable of carrying the designed load for normal 

residential use. 

Responsibility: We will check wiring for conformity with local, state, or approved national 

electrical code requirements. We will replace wiring if it fails to carry the design load. 

 


